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I. Introduction
The EU legal framework has set a high bar for the fundamental right to data protection – not least by adopting
what is now a global golden standard, the GDPR.1 In practice, however, it can be difficult to reconcile this
right with the complex reality of data collection and use practices. Against this backdrop, this essay proposes
the most beneficial (and realistic) way to frame a consumer-personal data relationship (Section II). It then
argues the necessity to shift towards a holistic approach to data protection, competition and consumer law in
the digital economy’s context (Section III). Finally, this essay points out the opportunities of consumer
collective redress and stakeholders’ role (Section IV). Section V concludes.
II. Individual control over personal data and data portability
Individual control is necessary to entertain any kind of relationship with one’s personal data. Years ago,
scholarship warned that claiming control over personal data, was simply “delusional”.2 The concept, stemming
from informational self-determination,3 is understood as the ability of individuals to make meaningful choices
regarding the use of their personal data.
In between the opposite ends of a laissez-faire attitude and the establishment of a proprietary paradigm,
individual control is the most beneficial approach because it empowers individuals in the market, whilst still
providing certain safeguards and protection vis-à-vis significant information and power asymmetries. Strict
“propertization” of personal data, on the other hand, would not be compatible with the current framework4 –
nor advisable in the writer’s opinion – due to data’s non-rivalrous nature and the human rights rationale
underlying data protection in the EU.5 In the words of Stefano Rodotà: “the right to data protection has to do
with one’s personality – not one’s property”.6
In fact, the data protection reform endorsed the idea of individuals “reclaiming control over data”.7 Effective
control relies on the provision of complete and transparent information about data processing practices – a
lesson learned from consumer protection law. A first type of control is exercised at the initial stage of data
approval and primary use, ensured by the GDPR through the conditions for valid consent and information,
access, erasure, restriction and objection rights.8
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Relating to the secondary stage of data use,9 the GDPR introduced the novel right to data portability.10 This
type of control establishes the entitlement to have personal data transferred back to the data subject or to
another data controller in an automated and machine-readable format. The latter ensures not just accessibility,
but meaningful re-usability of datasets.11 Furthermore, data portability reduces lock-in effects,12 allowing
consumers greater choice among products and services. It enables user/consumer mobility as they can “take
their profile and leave” in favor of a competing provider.13 Therefore, organizations are incentivized to improve
quality and prices of their offers to retain customers through effective competition and innovation, rather than
artificially.14
Moreover, data portability is an example of how data protection, competition and consumer law intersect,
highlighting the “multi-hatted” characterization of individuals in the context of the digital economy. This
acknowledgment owes much to Giovanni Buttarelli’s vision of a modern and fit-for-purpose data protection
framework, following the EDPS’ seminal Opinion on “Privacy and competitiveness in the age of big data”. 15
To date, data portability’s potential to create a “user-centric digital environment”16 remains largely untapped.
Along these lines, the EU Data Strategy signaled the intention of enhancing such right by possibly imposing
stricter requirements on interfaces for real-time data access and compulsory machine-readable formats in the
context of certain products and services, such as smart home appliances or wearables.17
Bringing the right to data portability to fruition will corroborate control. Ideally, consumers are granted the
freedom to make meaningful consumerist and privacy-related choices in the market, protect their prerogatives,
challenge wrongdoing and seek remedy. Accordingly, effective control rights hold the promise for consumers
to “share the wealth” of big data.18 To achieve this goal, a comprehensive approach to the individual’s role in
the digital economy is necessary.
III. A holistic approach to data-related concerns in the digital economy
Consumer data has become a fundamental resource at the very heart of the most successful and innovative
business models of the last decades. In this context, consumer data may constitute a driver and object of
commercial practices that may well be caught in the scope of competition law.
Most recently, the proposed Google/Fitbit merger triggered a “phase II” control by the European Commission
and raised, among others, concerns about data protection. As described by the Commission, by acquiring Fitbit,
Google would amass (i) Fitbit’s database containing information about its users’ health and fitness; (ii) the
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technology to develop a similar database.19 Google’s commitments, as reported by the Commission, intended
to create a data silo in order to store separately data collected via wearable devices from other Google datasets
– with the specific restriction of using Fitbit’s dataset for Google’s advertising purposes.20 Notwithstanding,
the Commission did not deem this commitment sufficient, in particular, because the restricted data silo would
cover only a part of data acquired by Fitbit.21
This is one of many examples of how certain commercial practices can raise concerns both from a competition
(including the objective of consumer welfare) and data protection perspective. Further research and widely
held policy discussions should support nuanced solutions to reconcile these perspectives in ways that protect
fundamental rights, without completely curtailing innovation. The question at hand is most crucial as it may
have long-lasting consequences on shaping future data use and protection issues, as shown by other notable
mergers with an intense data-driven component.22
While data protection and competition law enforcement must not overlap, the two legal frameworks should
not rigidly compartmentalize concerns that are, in fact, shared. The recognition that both policies pursue goals
of fairness and self-determination for individuals should help devise concerted approaches to data-related
matters. Cooperation among authorities is crucial, but it is also important to complement the authorities’
resources (including staffing) with expertise from related fields.
As Mr. Buttarelli highlighted, there is an “osmosis of objectives”23 between competition and data protection
law, referring in particular to the decision by the German Bundeskartellamt on Facebook’s practices regarding
its users’ personal data.24 Importantly, he pleaded to shift attention to questions of fairness and choice in the
digital economy.25 As the next Section discusses, it is crucial for these purposes that individuals be recognized
effective rights and remedies to rebalance power relationships in the market.
IV. Stakeholders and consumer collective redress
The GDPR enshrined the right to compensation for those who suffered material and non-material damage
deriving from a GDPR violation.26 Nevertheless, private GDPR damages actions remain, to date, limited due
to the strains of in-court litigation, as well as cross-border divergences. Consumer and digital rights
organizations allow a certain levelling of the power asymmetries that typically discourage individuals from
taking action. There is strength in numbers, the saying goes. And especially when it comes to challenging large
and powerful companies, possessing economic, manpower and expert resources is necessary to stand a fighting
chance. As is well known, many landmark data protection cases,27 and other collective redress initiatives,28
originated from such organizations and greatly contributed to shaping the EU data protection framework.
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Forthcoming legislation on consumer collective redress,29 will harmonize and likely boost consumer class
actions across the EU in coming years. The proposed measure, part of the “New Deal for Consumers”,30 grants
standing to qualified entities, such as consumer organizations, to represent consumers in a variety of areas,
including data protection.31 The underlying rationale of granting individuals the power to act, for instance,
both as a consumer and a data subject, supports a holistic approach to individuals’ rights and forms of redress
in the digital economy. It also suggests the possibility that the same action could lament multiple types of
violations pursuant to different provisions of EU law but relating to one comprehensive abuse.
Moreover, GDPR-related class actions could constitute a game-changer in the EU. For instance, in 2019, the
French CNIL received 14.137 complaints by individuals (27% increase compared to 2018 and 79% in five
years);32 the Italian Garante Privacy replied to 8.000 complaints;33 11.590 claims were filed with the Spanish
AEPD;34 while the Dutch Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens received 27.854 complaints.35 The sheer numbers
clearly indicate the great potential collective actions hold.
At this stage, Member States may be left to decide whether to provide an opt-in or opt-out mechanism,36
therefore allowing some divergence on how an action may be adhered to. Opt-out constitutes an especially
powerful tool for consumer organizations as consumers are automatically included, leading to a higher number
of participants also thanks to inertia. As the numbers of complaints, notification of data breaches, fines imposed
and inquiries steadily increase from year to year, cross-border data class actions are likely to soar under new
harmonized rules.
In turn, this will increase litigation-related risks for data controllers, overall impacting the way business is
done, raising the stakes for compliance, discouraging opaque or “borderline” practices. In this respect, a
dialogue with industry stakeholders may help to identify key issues and facilitate compliance processes. In
particular, resources should be considered to help small and medium size enterprises.
A balanced system requires all actors affected to be able to contribute and impact policy and practices. Broadly
speaking, the EU’s approach to policymaking, relying on thorough expert studies, stakeholder and public
consultations, has the formal features of a fair dialogue. Accordingly, efforts should strive to improve wide
and inclusive stakeholder participation and representation in these processes, as well as to ensure regular
monitoring and ex post review of legislation.
Last but not least, effective data and consumer protection also require educational and cultural efforts on all
parts, to improve digital literacy and privacy awareness, shifting from a “compliance-burden” mindset to the
understanding of data protection as a shared value and an advantage for both individuals and businesses.
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V. Concluding remarks
An effective and beneficial relationship between consumers and their personal data is one relying on (effective)
individual control. The example of data portability has shown the overlap and benefit of data protection and
consumer rights. Effective control however must be paired with actionable rights and enforcement in each
competent field. Going forward, a holistic approach to address data-related harmful practices in the digital
economy is necessary.
The GDPR has given unprecedented powers to individuals: from the procedural right to lodge a complaint
before a supervisory authority,37 a set of actionable data subject rights,38 to the general threat of fines as hefty
as those of antitrust enforcement. New rules on collective consumer redress will further open opportunities for
private data-related claims and ring a powerful warning.

***
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